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Classic radiomics analysis of the 2 binary masks and fuzzy radiomics of the fuzzy masks was performed to extract 13 most repeatable radiomic features [2] . Mean coefficient of variation (CoV) of the 13 features across the 13 PET/CT centers was calculated for each delineation method.
The characterization of tumours with in vivo radiomic features from Positron Emission Tomography (PET) imaging has become increasingly important. However, the effect of lesion delineation approaches on radiomic values has not yet been fully understood. Our goal was to integrate fuzzy logics in the process of radiomics feature extraction in order to handle uncertainties arising from variations in lesion delineation.
Based on the CoV analysis, fuzzy radiomics significantly outperformed the two classic approaches (Table 1) . This preliminary result demonstrates that incorporating fuzzy probability maps directly into a fuzzy radiomics model can minimize multi-centric variations. As the next step of our research, additional binary delineations will be investigated and compared to fuzzy radiomics.
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Left: Simulated necrotic tumour. Middle: Classic delineation binary mask. Right: Fuzzy delineation, resulting in a probability mask
The concept of Fuzzy Radiomics This study proposes a new feature extraction approach for the generation of non-binary probability masks (voxel values are real numbers between 0.0-1.0) and a modified Radiomics engine that can handle voxel occurrences as probabilities instead of a yes/no occurrence.
Thus, the uncertainties at lesion boundaries can be coded in the process of radiomics feature extraction.
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